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Climate change can be a
tricky topic to discuss with
friends, family and even
strangers. But, like the birds
& bees, it's also necessary!
Break the "Climate Silence".

Why your next
conversation should be
about climate change
BIG CHANGE COMES WITH THE SMALL TALK
Having a climate conversation with your circle is important to
get people thinking about it; but it can totally change the mood.
You don't have to be the Debbie Downer at every party, read on
to learn how to effectively talk about climate change at a family
BBQ, nephew's birthday, or at your next bachelorette party.

IT'S ONE IMPORTANT THING AN INDIVIDUAL CAN DO
7 in 10 Americans (sorry, we haven't found the Canadian stat)
think the climate crisis is a danger today, but only 4 out of 10
"occasionally" talk about climate change. If 70% of the US
population was talking about climate change, imagine the
impact. Plus, people are often more likely to listen to their trusted
peers (you) than scientists or politicians.

Barriers: why people avoid it
It's intimidating!

Not having all the answers

Don't want to start a fight

It can be intimidating having
conversations about climate change.
Hopefully, using this document gives
you some more confidence to do so.

Don't know all the answers? Guess
what? You don't need to, leave it to the
climate scientists. But, it's helpful to
know some basics. See the resources
section for links to explain the
greenhouse effect and carbon cycle.

Emotions can take hold in a
conversation. Using the tips in the
upcoming pages you can try to
remain objective in conversations and
avoid fighting or trying to "win".

It might also help to review common
myths. See the resources section for
links. We've all heard "Plants need
carbon dioxide" excuses. They're not
wrong, but you can have too much of
a "good" thing....

Identifying who you're having a
conversation with and adjusting your
expectations from the conversation
can help. For example, it's unlikely
you're going to change an
idealogue's mind, but you can still
have a constructive conversation that
might get someone thinking
differently.

"Not every person offering pushback is
doing so for the same reason. Sure, some
people are itching for a fight, but myriad
others have genuine questions, hold only
tentative beliefs, or are in-sync with the
mainstream science but not inclined to do
anything about it."

Want to inspire change? Focus on having a
meaningful conversation with audiences that fall
into these three categories:

Informed but Idle
Going into the 2019 Federal Election, many
polls found that Climate Change was the #1
thing on voters' minds. But many of those who
were polled find it difficult to have a climate
conversation with friends and family.
Tips for talking to this group:
Give-and-Take conversations will empower
those involved.
Talk about how to take action and get
involved. The informed but idle already
believe climate change is happening,
they're just not sure how they can help!

Uninformed
Reaching this group is important because
the individuals may want to help but are
often unaware or unmotivated.
Tips for talking to this group:
Framing your conversation around
human interest rather than climate crisis,
climate change isn't just an
environmental issue.
Find topics that are important to them
and then relate how climate change will
effect those things.
Example: how will their hobby of
skiing be in danger as winters become
increasingly warmer.

Misinformed

This group may mean no harm in spreading misinformation but it's
important to create an open dialogue to help rectify what is true and
what is not.
Tips for talking to this group:
If possible, try to have this conversation face to face. This way tones
can't be perceived as preachy; instead take on a conversational tone.
Ask and answer questions. This can help you see where they have
gotten half truths, and will take on a give-and-take conversation.

HOW TO CHANGE A DENIER'S MIND

"Our limited time and energy are better spent convincing the undecided majority, or activating
the convinced.” - Skeptical Science.
Unfortunately, it's hard to change a denier's mind. Don't expect dramatic changes in position from
the other half of the spectrum. But, using the general tips from following pages, you just might get
them thinking. Well, except the trolls. Don't feed the trolls!

The other half...

Party Line Followers

Idealogues

Trolls

Often unaware of the real issues
and parrot the narrative of
politicians and influencers they
have aligned with.

This group has deeply
researched partisan replies
and will endlessly debate.

Climate change trolls are looking
often looking for a keyboard war
and not information. Best not to
engage.

You've found your
people, now what?
Now that you've identified who's in the room,
how do you have a climate conversation?

Tips for having a climate conversation
Questions over Facts

Common Ground

Funnily enough, people don't tend to
respond well to facts! Asking open questions,
listening and then answering, rather then
shoving facts into a conversation, is more
effective. People are less defensive when
someone is genuinely trying to understand.

Who is your audience? Find your common
values. Are they athletes? Maybe climate
change will affect where and when they
can compete. Are they parents? How
would they feel leaving our current
climate to their kids?

Humour

Don't play the blame game

Humor and laughter allow us to temporarily
let our guards down and be open to new
thoughts and ideas. It helps us to take a break
from our emotional mind; we want to avoid
our brains becoming emotional in these
conversations.

Blaming and shaming is a sure-fire way to
have someone dig in their heels on their
position. Climate change is a complex issue
and no one sector is to blame. Don't try to
"win" the conversation shouldn't be a
competition.

Tips for having a climate conversation
Be yourself

Tell a story

You don't have to know everything about
climate change or be perfect in your lifestyle.
But, speak from the heart; it's ok to admit you
don't know everything, but talk about why
you care and why you're trying.

The human brain loves stories. Use stories,
particularly about individuals, to connect.
Know someone that was affected by a
wildfire? Had their crop devastated by a hail
storm? These are predicted to increase, and
research is attributing them to climate
change.

Compromise

Shift to action & positivity

If nothing else, finding a compromise
on certain values in a conversation is
still a positive and a good take away.
For example, "I can see that we both
care about a ......."

Focus on rewards and opportunities
rather than sacrifices, like good health or
jobs for their future. People don't respond
well to doom and gloom.

Finally....
Try to always be respectful. We all have topics
that we care about and reasons for thinking
the way we do, and we are all different.
Respect the difference.
Remember, a climate conversation doesn't
always have to be an in-depth conversation or
an emotional debate. There is value in simply
mentioning it in passing or having a light and
informal conversation to break down barriers.

Conversation Resources
https://www.yaleclimateconnections.org/2018/11/focus-on-those-with-an-open-mind/
https://climateoutreach.org/resources/how-to-have-a-climate-change-conversation-talking-climate/
http://www.climatefast.ca/kitchen-table-conversations
https://www.ted.com/talks/per_espen_stoknes_how_to_transform_apocalypse_fatigue_into_action_on
_global_warming
https://www.climaterealityproject.org/blog/3-tips-experts-how-talk-about-climate-crisis-effectively
https://www.joinsmart.org/the-rcc.html

Information Resources

Causes and effects of climate change: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G4H1N_yXBiA
Climate science: what you need to know? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ffjIyms1BX4
Carbon cycle: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4cPmHGegKI
Myth busting: https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2019-07-27/climate-change-denial-zombieskilled/11291724?
fbclid=IwAR0yU8Vqk03sX1xdNMb2TmH9zAmoJ8ZOIzVyeEtMlgM112kV6bD74NxQQhY
Myth busting: https://skepticalscience.com/

